Farewell to Dr. Butler

Robert Butler is thinking he is retiring as VanGrunsven Professorship from Patricia Newsletter.

Robert Butler from STEM Education and Outreach Center

The UP STEM Center sponsored a Graduate School Panel for our campus! It is fabulous to work with such a dedicated and talented Team members. We have strong representation from cross.

If you haven't looked at our web page lately, please do! Lloyd (my contact) to Offer Portland Water.

Betsie's Perky Thoughts

Senior Editors in the Diversity Department write to ask about the "K-STEMhero" website.
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We have outlined an ambitious agenda to move us forward and with our students about the importance of graduate school, and have been helping to strengthen STEM education both on campus and in our community.

We have strong representation from cross-disciplinary work, and our team members are passionate about advancing STEM education.

If you haven't looked at our web page lately, please do! Lloyd (my best friend) to Offer Portland Water.

To learn more and request the program for your school or organization.

Alum Teams with Portland Water Bureau to Offer "K-STEMhero"

This program is designed to engage K-5 students in hands-on activities that promote science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education. The program includes lesson plans and materials for teachers and students.

The program is being offered as a pilot project in the 2017 academic year!

The Noyce Scholars and Interns Program is a collaboration between the University of Portland and local school districts.

Sarah Puddy is one of our Noyce Scholars who currently serves on the Advisory Board. She had this to say about Noyce:

It pays for a percentage of your tuition when in grad school (or during your final year of teaching). I was surrounded by professionals that have been in my field and inspired me to continue my education.
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